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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (G, G’) be a reductive dual pair of subgroups of the metaplectic 
group S$(2m, R), where G is compact. Then the restriction of the oscillator 
representation o of Sp(2m, R) to G%’ decomposes as x,5=, T,@T: where 
the correspondence zj++ r( is a bijection [7]. The modules T :  are unitary 
highest weight modules, and all such representations are obtained this way 
[5]. On the other hand, the unitary highest weight modules of G’ have 
been constructed in [3] via derived functors; in particular each such 
representation is associated to (is the “quantization” of) a coadjoint orbit 
for G’. The purpose of this paper is to establish the connection between 
these two realizations via the &?-orbit structure of the symplectic 
manifold R’“- CO). These results have been known in principle for some 
time, the main problem being an understanding of how to quantize 
nilpotent and degenerate elliptic coadjoint orbits. 
Let 8, = Lie(G), 0; = Lie(c’). Let $ (respectively Ic/‘) be projection from 
Gp(2m, R)* to S,* (respectively @A*). Here ( )* = Hom,( , R). Then + and 
I,+’ restriced to the minimal coadjoint orbit I$,,, of Gp(2m, R)* define the 
graph of a correspondence between coadjoint G- and (?-orbits. Note that 
0 In,” z R*” - {O} via the moment map for the action of Sp(2m, R) on 
R”” - { 0 ). Generically this is a bijection. Nilpotent orbits for C? do arise. 
Suppose a c-orbit 0 corresponds to a (?-orbit C’. In [ 111 it was observed 
that in some cases if we associate representations X(O) and X’(P’) to 0 and 
0’ via geometric quantization, then X(O)@x’(0’) occurs in WJGG, (i.e., 
X(6) corresponds to x’(0’)). In [2] the derived functor construction was 
used to quantize some elliptic orbits, and this was done in greater 
generality. That is, for (0 = G. I. elliptic, ~(8) is cohomologically induced 
from a one-dimensional representation of L = stab,(i,), and similarly for 
G’. If ~(0) and n’(0’) have regular infinitesimal character, then n(O) 
corresponds to ~‘(6’). 
At the time [2] was written the modules n(O) with singular infinitesimal 
character were not understood. Furthermore, it was not known how 
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systematically to quantize the nilpotent and (elliptic + nilpotent) orbits 
which arise. These issues have subsequently been studied in [3] via a com- 
bination of derived functors and a construction of Arthur [4]. 
Suppose n is an irreducible representation of G occurring in 01 G. Choose 
0 an (elliptic) coadjoint c-orbit in the image of $ such that 71 z n(P); 6 
exists but may not be unique. There are one or two canonical choices of a 
(?-orbit 0’ corresponding to 6. We say 6 is maximal if dim(P) is maximal 
among dimensions of orbits in the image of $, and similarly for G’. Now (r’ 
corresponds to a unique elliptic orbit P:,, (not necessarily maximal) and in 
addition may correspond to a unique maximal orbit c”;,, (not necessarily 
elliptic). Generically 6 is maximal, and P”:,, = c!&,,. We define the quan- 
tizations x((‘:), n’(P:,,), and ~i,(lfi&,,). The main result then has two forms 
(Theorem 4.1 and 4.2). 
THEOREM (see 4.1). Q~~c;-. zx n(Cc’)@n’(&,), h w cre the summations r2m.s 
over (6 maximal; CL,, elliptic; I’ corresponding to C( L,, ) . 
THEOREM (see 4.2). x( P ) corresponds to x0 (l! L,, ); i.e., Horncc, (7c( P) x 
d(Ckti,), ) = 1, ,ftir {Cl, PI,, ma.uimrrl, Ii k,, corresponding to 0 ). In general 
these ure riot distinct, nor do tliq, r.uhaust QI~c,. 
The relative advantages and disadvantages of these two choices are dis- 
cussed following Lemma 2.9. Note that taken together these theorems are 
strong in that they describe the quantization of a wide variety of orbits. In 
particular consider (G, G’) z (O(n), $( 2m, R)). The disconnectedness of 
O(n) leads to some unusual structure of the unitary highest weight 
representations of $(2m, R). This structure is precisely accounted for by 
nilpotent orbits in the orbit correspondence. See Section 5. 
Throughout the proofs are computational and straightforward. We limit 
ourselves to indicating what computations are necessary and the steps 
required. Some examples may be found in [ 1,2]. In Section 5 we work out 
the example of (0(2n), S!(2m, R)). 
Notation. This is all standard. Let G be a real reductive Lie group. Let 
8, = Lie(G), K, 8, f, = Lie(K), Q,, = f, + pO as usual. We assume G has a 
compact Cartan subgroup T which we fix; t, = Lie(T). We denote the com- 
plexification of a real Lie algebra by dropping the subscript: 6, f, etc. All 
roots are assumed to be with respect to t: e.g., d(6) is the roots of 8 with 
respect to t. For M E d(Q), 6’ is the a-root space. If b 2 t is a O-stable sub- 
algebra of 8; d(h)= {E/O’ cb). Given A+(6) a system of positive roots, 
Pul)=tC rEilth,nJ+((r,)~. Let ( , ) be the killing form of (6. If A is a real 
(or complex) vector space we let A*=Hom,(A, R) or Hom,(A, C), 
respectively. Then ( , ) is defined by duality on S,* or CC,*. 
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If (G, G’) is a dual pair we use all the above notation with primes (‘) for 
G’. 
2. OSCILLATOR REPRESENTATION 
Most of this material is well-known, so we briefly summarize the 
material we will use. The reader is referred to the references for details, 
primarily [S, 93. 
Let Sp(2m, R) be the symplectic group in 2m variables, a5(2m, R) the 
connected twofold cover of Sp(2m), i.e., the metaplectic group. Let (G, G’) 
be a reductive dual pair (or dual pair for short) in Sp(Zm, R): G and G’ are 
reductive subgroups of Sp(2m, R), G is the centralizer of G’ in Sp(2m, R), 
and vice versa. Let (G, G’) be their inverse images in ST(2n1, R), again a 
reductive dual pair. Let w  = to+ @Q ~ be an oscillator representation of 
$(2m, R) (there are two such: w  and w*). Let G be compact. Given a Lie 
group H, let H” denote the unitary dual. Then 
uIGc.z i s,@s;, T,EG-, T;EG' : (2.1) 
,=I 
The correspondence ri tf rl is a bijection; we say z, corresponds to t:. 
We say XEG ^ “occurs in w” if rt z ri for some i, and similarly for G’. 
Now (G, G’) is constructed as follows [7]. Let D = R, C or H = quater- 
nions, with involution x + %. Let V be a right vector space/D, with Her- 
mitian form ( , ). Let W be a left vector space/D with skew Hermitian 
form ( , ). Then M= V@ n W has natural skew Hermitian form 
(( , ))n with values in D, and (( )) = trace,!, ((( , ))u) is a real sym- 
plectic form. Let G = G( V) (resp. G’( W)) be the group preserving ( , ) 
(resp. ( , )). Let Sp(M) be the group preserving (( )). Then 
(G( V), G’( W)) is a reductive dual pair in Q(M). We assume ( , ) is 
positive definite, so G is compact. 
In the notation of [6] (except that our Sp(2m, R) is called Sp(m, R) 
there), (G, G’) is isomorphic to one of the following (or products thereof): 
(1) (O(n), SpGkR))G%@wR) 
(2) (U(n), UP, q))~QW(p+q), RI 
(3) (Sp(n), 0*(2m))c SdZmn, RI. 
(2.2) 
Note that G may be disconnected. G’ has a compact Cartan subgroup T’, 
and has Hermitian symmetric domain. 
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We write (2.1) in an algebraic context. Let ,X(6, K) be the category of 
Harish-Chandra modules. Taking derived modules in (2.1) we obtain 
Again the correspondence Xi tt X: is a bijection. 
Suppose G is disconnected, i.e., G E O(n). Suppose X, z X,, but these are 
the derived representations of T,, 5, E G” where r, $ z,. We obtain 
WI (F, o (6 z c z, @ 7~1, rc, irreducible, 
n: irreducible or the 
direct sum of two 
irreducible modules. 
(2.4) 
Furthermore, n, t) rr; is a bijection. Again we say z, corresponds to rr: and 
71; occurs in w. 
Now we define the orbit correspondence. This is a correspondence 
between coadjoint G- and G’-orbits. (Since G and (? coadjoint orbits coin- 
cide, we consider G; similarly G’.) This was originally defined in [ 111 via 
the moment map. We give an equivalent definition. Let L(,,,,,, II/, and $’ be 
as in the Introduction. Write g. X for the coadjoint action of G on 03: or 
cFi*. 
2.5. DEFINITION. Given XE 6$, x’ E %h* we say G. X corresponds to 
G’ . x’ if there exists YE [$,,I” such that Ic/ Y = X, $’ Y = x’. 
Since G and G’ commute, this is equivalent to: there exists a GG’-orbit 
Q) G l,,, such that $13~ = G. X, $‘Q, = G’ Y. This is just a correspondence: 
G. X correspond to finitely many G’-orbits. We say a G-orbit P “occurs” if 
6 = Ic/oO for some GG’-orbit Q,. Some orbits may not occur. 
The moment map is an Sp(M) equivariant isomorphism @: M - 10; + 
~‘~in. Using $0 @ and Ic/’ 0 @ in place of $ and $’ we use GG’-orbits on M to 
define the orbit correspondence. This is the approach of [ 1, 111, which per- 
mits computation of the correspondence as follows. 
2.6. LEMMA [ll, p. Sol]. Let XE @I(M), m E M. @(m)(X) = 
+ <Wm m>>. 
Now define an R-linear map E: V@ D ++ S,* by c(u@ u’)(X) = 
$Re[(Xu, u’) - (~1, Xv’)] (a, u’ E v, x E 8”). Similarly define 
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El: W@D W-wQ;)* by E’(wOW’)(Y)=$R~[(M~X,W’)+(W,U”X)], 
(w, w’ E W, YE 6;). We obtain directly: 
2.7. LEMMA. Let x1=, vi0 wi E M. 
This enables us to compute the orbit correspondence explicitly. As in 
[ 11, this together with Witt’s theorem gives us the following result. 
We identify 8 and 6* for the moment. Thus we may define the notions 
semisimple, nilpotent, Jordan decomposition, etc., for XE C5:, or 
equivalently for c” = G. X. Of course all G-orbits are elliptic. 
2.8. DEFINITION. N = maxidimension (0)lP occurs ). We say (fi is 
maximal iff dim(@) = N. This depends on the pair (G, G’), not just on G. 
Similarly define N’. 
2.9. LEMMA. (1) The orbit correspondence is a hijection when restricted 
to maximal orbits 6 and P’. 
(2) A given orbit (0’ correspotlds to at most one orbit C. In particular 
an elliptic orbit ((3’ corresponds to at most one ma.uimal orbit CC”. A given orbit 
6 corresponds to at most one maximal orbit 0’. 
(3) Suppose C ++ 6’. Then the semisimple part x’ qf 0’ is elliptic, and 
0 also correspona’s to G’ . x’. 
(4) The orbit correspondence is a hijection when restricted to elliptic 
orbits. 
We will quantize orbits in 2: @’ maximal (any 8) or 8 maximal (0’ ellip- 
tic). Of course the overlap is very large. 
Thus given @ there are one or two (not necessarily distinct) canonical 
choices of an orbit 0’ corresponding to 0: 0’ elliptic or 6’ maximal. 
Generically these are the same. Their advantages and disadvantages are as 
follows. 
Consider, for example, 0 equal to the O-orbit of G. Clearly this 
corresponds to the O-orbit 0’ of G’. The quantization of the O-orbit is the 
trivial representation, which occurs in w  for G but not for G’. However, LQ 
may correspond to a maximal nilpotent orbit whose quantization does give 
the corresponding G’-module. For some dual pairs this procedure yields 
the complete spectrum of WI cc.; see Corollary 4.3. 
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However, this cannot work in general: fix G’, and vary G. The trivial 
representations of various G correspond to infinitely many distinct 
representations of G’ not all of which can be associated to a nilpotent orbit. 
On the other hand, the complete spectrum of w/e is given by maximal 
orbits. Generically, given 0, the orbit 0’ corresponding to 6’ is unique, is 
maximal, and is elliptic. So consider orbits I” ++ Ifi’, IQ maximal, PO’ elliptic. 
This yields the complete spectrum of O/CC. in general. 
The cost is a technical one. Consider, for example, (G, G’) z 
(O(i), Sp(2m), R). All orbits of G are maximal, and generically, 0’ z G’/L, 
L zz U( 1) x ,Sp(2(m - l), R). However, if 0 is the O-orbit, 0’ is the O-orbit of 
G’: we need to think of this as a limit of generic orbits. See Definitions 3.8. 
Note that in some cases every orbit 0 which occurs (including the O- 
orbit) corresponds to some maximal orbit G’. This is the case below. 
We describe the nilpotent orbits which arise. Let M= V@ D W, 
n =dim, (V), so Gz O(n), U(n), or Q(n). Assume n <dim, (maximal 
isotropic subspace of W); so n <m, min(p, q), or [m/2] respectively in the 
notation of (2.2). Let 01, = G’ . ,u,, be the G’-orbit of maximal dimension 
which corresponds to the O-orbit of G. This exists by an application of 
Lemma 2.7, and is unique and nilpotent by Lemma 2.8. Explicitly, using 
Lemma 2.7, we see: 
(A) Sp(2m, R): if ( ) has matrix 
(-“I,, t$ 





In particular G. pi is the minimal nilpotent orbit. 
(B) U(p, q): If ( , ) has matrix 
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2.10. LEMMA. Given M= VQD W, dim, V=n, and (G, G’) as in (2.2). 
Every orbit 0’ which occurs is of the form 0’ = G’ ’ (X + pi), some X elliptic, 
some pi as above; i 6 n. 
This follows by an explicit computation as in [2]. Orbits G’ pi occur for 
i 6 n essentially because if dim Vi = i < dim V = n, G( Vi) r G(V). 
3. QUANTIZATION OF ORBITS 
Given a G or G’ coadjoint orbit occurring in the orbit correspondence 
and satisfying two additional conditions, we attach to it a (8, k) or 
(8, p) module. For nilpotent orbits we attach a representation given in 
principle by [4]. For elliptic or (elliptic + nilpotent) orbits we use derived 
functors, or a combination of the above and derived functors. 
Let (G, G’) be our fixed dual pair, dim V = n. 
First we discuss nilpotent orbits. So let 0’ be a nilpotent G’-orbit which 
occurs, i.e., (0’ = 0;= G’. pi, i 6 n, as in Lemma 2.9. Recall 0; is the G’-orbit 
of maximal dimension corresponding to the O-orbit of G( Vi) in the dual 
pair (G( Vi), G’); for dim V’ = i < n = dim V. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Given (G, G’) as above, 0 = G’ . pi, i < n. Let 
rc(p) E JZ(O, p) be the module corresponding to the trivial representation 
of 6,( vi) in the dual pair (G( V), G’), in the sense of (2.3). 
We note that the trivial representation of 8,( Vi) does occur in (2.3). 
Also note that, by connectivity of G and (2.4): 
n(p) is irreducible if G z U(p, q) or SO*(2m), 
n(u) z rc(p)’ @AL-, X(P)+ irreducible, if 
G’ z Sp( 2m, R). 
(3.2) 
In particular, rr(p, ) z w  + @ w  ~, the oscillator representation. 
We could avoid the appearance of circular reasoning by simply writing 
down the highest weights of rc(pi) without reference to G( Vi). We limit our- 
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selves to the comment that for G quasisplit rc(p) (or rc(,~)+ in the case of 
Sp(2m, R)) has one-dimensional lowest p-type. rc(,~~)- corresponds to the 
sgn representation of O(i). n(p) may be read off from [lo] for 
G’ z Sp(2m, R) or U(p, q). 
Alternatively we note rc(,u) is an example of a unipotent representation in 
the sense of [4]. That is, z(p) is given by a map 4: W, x S&(C) + LG, 
where 41c* = 1 and ~~~~~~~~~ is defined by the dual nilpotent orbit to G’ . pi. 
For the remainder of this section only we let G denote either member of 
our dual pair. Let 0 be any G-orbit which occurs. 0 = G. (,? + p) for some 2 
elliptic and ,U = pi nilpotent (Lemma 2.8). We may assume 1 et,* (T our 
fixed compact Cartan subgroup of G). In fact, to avoid burdening the 
notation we take A E J-1 t,*. We attach a representation to Lo as follows. 
Let q = q(n), a o-stable parabolic subalgebra of 8, be defined as in [ 121: 
q=l+u, 1=1(A)= 1 6”, zf= 1 6”. 
<cc 1) =0 (x.I.>>O 
Now A- p(u) E fl t,* defines a one-dimensional representation C;.P,(,, 
of 1. Furthermore, I, = I n 8, is a sum of algebras of the type we are con- 
sidering here (i.e., 6p(2m, R), U(p, q), etc.) and p E I*. So we define n(p) an 
l-module as above. Let R”’ be the ith derived functor [14]. Then in the 
notation of [ 12, Definition 6.3.11: 
3.4. DEFINITION. x(Lo)=x(~+p) Ef R~(Cj.-,j,,,@n(p)) where d= 
t dim, (11 n I). 
Identify infinitesimal characters for I or (Ii with elements of t* via the 
Harish-Chandra homomorphism. Let xn E t* be the infinitesimal character 
of rc. Then the infinitesimal character of ~(0) is 1, + xn. In particular if rc is 
trivial this is 1, + p(l). It may be that x(0) = 0; we need two conditions. 
3.5. DEFINITION. 0 = G. (A+ ,u) is integral if, for y any weight of rc, 
2 + p(u n p)---p(u n I) + y is the weight of a finite-dimensional represen- 
tation of It 
Some of the F-types of rc(0) are of this form. Choose any system of 
positive roots A+(I) for A(1). 
3.6. DEFINITION. Let 8 = G. ,? be an elliptic orbit. 0 is “good” if 
(M, A+p(l)) >o, VctEA(z4). 
We use this condition only for G compact, for which it is certainly 
necessary. 
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Apropos of the discussion following Lemma 2.8 we will use n(cO’) for 8’ 
maximal, whereas for 6’ elliptic but not necessarily maximal we modify 
this. Suppose 0’ = G’ . A’, not maximal. Then 0’ may be thought of as the 
limit of a collection of maximal orbits which occur. That is, there exists 
XE fi tA* such that 
(a,jl’)>O*(a,XI)bO (3.7) 
and such that G’ - 2 is maximal, and occurs. Thus I(T) c I(,?‘), 2’ defines a 
character of I(?), and it is natural to use q(T) in place of q(L’). 
3.8. DEFINITION. q,,(A’)= q(l’), 
R$(2’) tcj. - p(u(;‘)))r 
7co(Lo’)=q)(i’)= 
G & O(2n + 1) 
G’ z Sp( 2m, R), 
GzO(2n+ 1). 
(Recall 7&,) z o + @ w  ~, the oscillator representation. ) 
It follows from [ 121 that ~~(0’) is independent of the choice of ?. Note 
that generically, i.e., if 0’ is maximal, ~(0’) z ~~(0’). In fact, 
3.9. LEMMA. Suppose 0 is integral and good, and 0’!’ corresponds to 0. 
Assume 0’ = G’ . (2’ + p’) is maximal. Let 0; = G’ .A’. Then z’(0) z & (Cob). 
Proof: This follows by induction by stages for qo(A’) and q(A’) [ 12, 
Corollary 6.3.101 as in [3], and the definitions of z’(fY) and +,( 0;). 
3.10. PROPOSITION. Suppose 0 is integral and good, 0’ corresponds to 0; 
0 is maximal and Co’ is elliptic. Then 7&(0’) is an irreducible, or the direct 
sum of two irreducible, highest weight representations. The highest weights 
are explictly computable by Lemma 4.2 of [3]. 
Proof: Most cases of this are covered by the main result (Theorem 1.7) 
of [3]. For G’% Sp(2m, R) or SO*(2n) there are a few remaining cases, to 
which the proofs in [3] apply. For G’ z U(p, q), the ranges used here and 
in [3] are somewhat different; again the proofs apply. This has to do with 
G’ being quasisplit: for U(n, n) the discrepancy is small compared to that 
for, say, U(2n - 1, 1). 
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4. MAIN RESULT 
We state the two versions of our main result. Let (G, G’) be a fixed 
reductive dual pair, Q ~10’ the orbit correspondence, II H rc’ the represen- 
tation correspondence, n(O) and rc,(0) defined in 3.4 and 3.8. Also recall 
Definitions 2.8, 3.5, and 3.6. 
4.1. THEOREM. Restrict the orbit correspondence to orbits 0 - 0’ where 
(1) 0 is maximal, integral, and good, 
(2) 0’ is elliptic. 
Then wI~~~w~&,c~~~ uboL’< ~(00) @ &(O’). That is, z(O) corresponds to 
&(O’) and all pairs of corresponding representations are uniquely obtained 
this way. 
Alternatively we allow non-maximal G-orbits, and nilpotent G’-orbits: 
4.2. THEOREM. Restrict the orbit correspondence to orbits @ +-+ 8’ where 
( 1) 0 is integral and good (not necessarily maximal); 
(2) 0’ is maximal (not necessarily elliptic). 
Then z(O) c-t ~‘(0’). 
It may not be the case that all representations are obtained this way, and 
(except in a few cases) a given pair 7c ++ rc’ will be obtained from several 
orbits. 
4.3. COROLLARY. The representations of Theorem 4.2 exhaust wlooS if 
and only if dim,, ( V) 6 dim, (maximal isotropic subspace of W); that is; 
(1) O(n)xSp(k R),ndm, 
(2) u(n) x WP, q), n d min(p, 91, 
(3) Sp(n) x SO*(2m), n < [m/2]. 
Proofs. Theorem 4.1 follows from 
(1) the explicit orbit correspondence calculated using Lemma 2.7, 
(2) Proposition 3.10 and the explicit highest weights of (the com- 
ponents of) nb (O’), and 
(3) the known representation correspondence. 
We omit the detials: see [l] or [2] for some examples. In the next section 
we discuss the example (0(2n), Sp(2m, R)). 
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Theorem 4.2 follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 3.9. 
Corollary 4.3 follows from a simple case by case check: it is necessary and 
sufficient that the O-orbit of G corresponds to some maximal G’-orbit. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
Let D=R, dim,V=2n with form (0, w)=u’w; and dim, W=2m, 
(u, w) = vJ’w, J= (!!, A). Then (G, G’) x (0(2n), Sp(2m, R)). We compute 
the orbit correpondence and describe the representations given by 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
Let 
Choose a dominant chamber for W(f, t) by a, 2 a2 >, . . . 2 a,-, > Ja, 1; the 
elliptic orbits of the disconnected group 0(2n) are parametrized by 
a,>a,> ... >a,>O}. 
J%={(b,,...,b,)=&i lb; E R}. 




u-~~ 0 0 
The orbit correspondence is given by the following: 
LEMMA. Suppose 0 corresponds to 0’. Then 
O=G.A, 
0’ = G’ . (A’ + p’), A’ E tb, ~1’ nilpotent 
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for the following R, A’, and $1 
1 = (a,, a, ,..., akr 0 ,..., 0), k<min(m,n);a,Za,> ... >a,>0 
I’ = (a,, a2 ,..., ak,O ,..., 0) 
0 <j d min(2(n - k), m - k). 
This follows easily from 2.7; see [2]. From this we read off immediately 




(2) 0’ is elliptic if and only if j = 0. 
(3) Suppose 0’ is elliptic. Then 
0’ is maximal if and only if 
m<n 
n6m 
(4) Suppose 0’ is not elliptic. Then 




= 2(n - k), ndm. 
Thus 0 corresponds to a maximal orbit 0’ if and only if 
i 
k=m, m < n 
k>2n-m, n d m. 
For example, the O-orbit 0 corresponds to a maximal orbit 0’ if and only if 
2n6m. 
Suppose O=G.,l, A = (a,, a, ,..., ak, 0 ,..., 0). We may assume 
a, >a2> . . . > ak > 0. 
0 is integral if and only if a, E Z, Vi, 
0 is good if and only if a, > n -k. 
Then rc(L0) has highest weight (a, - (n - l), a, - (n - 2),..., ak - (n-k), 
O,..., 0). Consider the orbits described by Theorem 4.1. Suppose 0’ = G’ . A’ 
corresponds to 0, 0’ elliptic. 
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Case 1. m <n. Then k=m, A’= (a,, a,..., a,). r&(0’) is irreducible and 
has highest weight (aI + 1, a, + 2,..., a, + m). This is a discrete series 
representation. Theorem 4.1 holds in this case by [lo]. 
Case2. n6m. Then k=n or k=n-1. If k=n, r&(0’) is irreducible 
with highest weight (a, + 1, a, +2 ,..., a, +n, n ,..., n). If k =n - 1, 
rrb (0’) = X+ Y where X has highest weight (aI + 1, a2 + 2,..., 
a npI+n-l,n, n ,..., n). Suppose a,>n-k but ai =n-I for k<I<n- 1. 
Thus r&(&J) has highest weight (a, - (n - 1) ,..., ak - (n-k), 0 ,...., 0). Then 
Y = 0 if k < 2n - m. If k > 2n - m, Y has highest weight 
(a, + 1, a2 + 2,..., ak + k, n + 1, n + l,..., n + 1, n ,..., n). 
Again Theorem 4.1 follows. 
Now consider Theorem 4.2. Thus Co = G. A, i = (a,, a2 ,..., ak, 0 ,..., 0), 
k d m. Suppose 0’ corresponds to 0, Co’ maximal. 
Case 1. m < n. Then (4) above implies k = m. Then 0’ is elliptic and this 
is exactly as in Theorem 4.1. 
Case2. n6m. Then by (4), k=n or k>2n-m. Let @‘=G’.(~‘+P’) 
be maximal as in 2.10. If k = n, 0 is elliptic and this is exactly as in 
Theorem 4.2. If 2n - m < k < n, then rc’( Co’) z 7~; (G’ . A’). This reduces 
Theorem 4.2 to Theorem 4.1. 
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